Experience the
Magic of Science
with KS1 & KS2 hands-on learning

Introducing a new way to bring the
curriculum to life with a range of
science and magical events from
The Museum of Power

Let our resident mad scientist amaze
your students with his magical
experiments. Bring to life your
curriculum through interactive and
engaging activities.
A visit to the museum opens up a range of teaching
resources based around the Museum’s wide range of
interesting and engaging themes, including:
The Story
of Water
The Industrial
Revolution
Forces &
Magnets
Electricity
Light &
Sound

Fun activities based on water and how we use it in
our everyday lives.
Find out about the age of discovery and how
Britain took the lead in world industry.
Find out why and how forces and magnetism are
part of everything we do.
Learn how electricity was discovered, how we
generate it today and how it works.
Discover where light comes from and what we can
do with it, how sound is created and how we use it.

Your young magicians and scientists will be
amazed when they realise casting the spell
‘Wingardium Leviosa’ with wands they made
themselves actually levitate objects.
Your students can take part in
experiments in small groups where
our resident magician uses magic
to inspire students to look into
scientific principles, before helping
them to devise and perform their
own experiments.
A personal favourite for children is a group activity to build a
waterwheel, which we then take outside and test with a water
gun. Other experiments include methods for visualising sound
and magnetic fields, making basic circuits and how to make
an electric motor.

Bringing
the magic
to you

We can also arrange a visit to your school
bringing exhibits and experiments with us,
such as how to make an electric motor from
household items or explaining electrostatic
forces with the use of our levitation wands.

To discuss a museum or school visit please contact our
Education Visitor Coordinator by telephone or email.

“This is the best school trip I have ever been on, you have got the
kids thinking and learning while having fun. Thank you so much.”

Prices per pupil
A visit to our Museum can cover a range of topics and
can be for half or a full day.
Half Day: £4

Full Day: £5

To discuss a museum or school visit please
contact our Education Visitor Coordinator by
telephone or email.

Steam Pumping Station, Hatfield Road
Langford, Maldon, Essex CM9 6QA
Tel: 01621 843183
Email: education@museumofpower.org.uk
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